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have unconsciously endeavoured to reproduce a quasi-Sanskrit
*dtmdsya. So, again, she has dewas for Prakrit devassa,
of a god, in 33? in which, according- to the rule in all
the Dardic languages, a vowel is not lengthened in compen-
sation for the simplification of a consonantal group.
In the modern language the ablative generally ends in a
short -a—a shortening of one of the Prakrit terminations
-ad, a, or of the Apabhramsa -a/in. Lalla occasionally has
ablatives ending in long d, as in dm and sdsd in 18. Other
examples are braid (1) and mmarshd (16), but these occur at
the end of a line, and the vowel may have been lengthened
for the sake of rhyme.
The instrumental-agent in * and the ablative in i may
be considered together. They are used in various senses.
A locative is very common. For the pure instrumental, we
have ahJiyo^ in verse 1, Locatives sxegagdii*, in the sky (26) ;
mani, in the mind (18, 45); and ant* (54) or antilfi (33, 37, &c.),
in the end. In the last example, the original hi -termination
has survived. Lalla sometimes substitutes e for the final i, as
in at fie, in the hand (10). In other cases the words occur at
the end of a line, so that it is possible that the e is here only
i lengthened for the sake of metre. They are at he (98); gare,
in the house (3, 34) ; mdwdse, on the day of the new moon (22).
This termination i of the ablative occurs in all declinations,
and we shall see that Lalla's change of the i to e is very
common.
In the modern language the instrumental-ablative plural
ends in -av, also written -^//. Perhaps -an would be the best
representation of the true sound. We are at once reminded
of the Prakrit termination -do, -du, Apabhramsa -ahu, of the
ablative plural. In one place (53)^ Lalla has ga.ru, which
is to be translated as the locative plural of gam, a house.
Its origin is evidently the same as that' of the form
with -00.
The other non-/£a-declension is the fourth, and includes all
the feminine nouns of this class. It has two divisions, viz.
n-bases and i-bases. As an example of the modern declension
of an a«basej we will take mdl (Ski*, maid), a garland.

